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ABSTRACT
We present a size analysis of a sample of ∼ 49,000 galaxies from the CANDELS GOODS North and
South fields using redshift-independent relative surface brightness metrics to determine an unbiased
measure of the differential size evolution of galaxies at 1 ≤ z ≤ 7. We introduce a novel method
of removing foreground objects from distant galaxy (z > 3) images that makes use of the Lyman-
break at 912A˚, in what we call ‘2-D Lyman-Break Imaging’. The images used are in the rest-frame
optical at z < 3 and progressively bluer bands at z > 3. They are therefore subject to K-correction
and cosmological dimming effects which are tested and corrected for. We separately consider a mass-
selected sample (with masses in the range 109M≤M∗≤1010.5M) and a number density selected
sample (using a constant number density of n = 1 × 10−4Mpc−3). Instead of utilising the commonly
used, but potentially biased, effective radii for size measurements, we measure the redshift-independent
Petrosian radius, defined by the parameter η, for each galaxy for three values of η and use this as a
proxy for size. The evolution of the measured radii can be described by a power-law of the form
RPetr = α(1 + z)
βkpc where β < 0. We find that the outer radius increases more rapidly, suggesting
that as a galaxy grows mass is added to its outer regions via an inside-out growth. This growth is
stronger for the number density selected sample, with a growth rate of nearly three in the outer radii
compared to the inner. We test and confirm these results using a series of image simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite extensive research, the details of the processes
that form and influence a galaxy’s evolution are still
largely unknown. This will change over the next decade
with the advent of new facilities such as the James Webb
Space Telescope. However, there is still a great deal of
information to be gathered from existing data from the
Hubble Space Telescope.
The size evolution of galaxies through redshift can
tell us critical information about the potential forma-
tion scenarios undergone by the first galaxies in order
to produce the galaxies seen at later times. The size of
a galaxy is one of the easiest and most direct properties
that can be measured. The effective radius has typically
been used to determine this aspect of galaxy evolution
over a range of redshifts e.g. Buitrago et al. (2008); van
der Wel et al. (2008); Bouwens et al. (2004); Allen et al.
(2017).
It has been shown using the Hubble Space Telescope
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) and GOODS Near
Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NIC-
MOS) (Conselice et al. 2011b) data that there is a strong
evolution in the effective radii of galaxies since z = 3
(Trujillo et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; Cassata et al.
2013). This is further confirmed by the use of data from
the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalac-
tic Survey (CANDELS) (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer
et al. 2011) and NICMOS data (van Dokkum et al. 2008;
Buitrago et al. 2008; Weinzirl et al. 2011; Bruce et al.
2012; Buitrago et al. 2013; Lani et al. 2013; Patel et al.
2013; van der Wel et al. 2014). Ground based observa-
tions also yield similar results (van Dokkum et al. 2010;
Carrasco et al. 2010). These studies show a size evolu-
tion with an increase in effective radius since z ∼ 2 from
a factor of ∼2 (van der Wel et al. 2008) up to a factor
of ∼7 (Buitrago et al. 2008; Carrasco et al. 2010). This
strong evolution in size is consistent with simulations of
massive galaxies forming through minor mergers (Naab
et al. 2009; Furlong et al. 2017).
At redshifts higher than z = 3, a less steep evolution
in size is found compared to z < 3 with the effective
radius changing as (1 + z)−β where β ' 1 up to z = 7
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(Bouwens et al. 2004; Oesch et al. 2010; Straatman et al.
2015; Curtis-Lake et al. 2016; Allen et al. 2017). Prob-
ing higher up to a redshift of z ' 12, the measured sizes
also fit with extrapolated data (Ono et al. 2013; Holw-
erda et al. 2015). Such studies, both at low and high
redshifts, show that massive galaxies at z > 1 are sig-
nificantly more compact than galaxies of a comparable
mass at low redshift (Ferguson et al. 2004; Cimatti et al.
2008; Damjanov et al. 2009). Observations of galaxies
at high redshifts are subject to cosmological dimming
and K-correction effects and this can lead to finding no
obvious evolution in size with redshift (e.g. Law et al.
2007; Ichikawa et al. 2012; Ribeiro et al. 2016).
The cause of the observed evolution in size is thought
to be a result of accretion of gas and stars from the
intergalactic medium and mergers with other galaxies
(e.g. Ferreras et al. 2009; Lo´pez-Sanjuan et al. 2012).
Conselice et al. (2013) and Ownsworth et al. (2016) find
that accretion is the dominant formation mode amongst
the most massive galaxies by calculating the evolution
of stellar mass from observed star formation rates and
the amount of stellar material added via mergers. Bluck
et al. (2012) suggests mergers are the primary cause of
the observed size evolution in massive galaxies by de-
termining the merger history of a sample of galaxies
from the GOODS NICMOS Survey. Additionally, Bluck
et al. (2012) suggest mergers can explain the majority
of size evolution since z ∼ 1 assuming mergers occur
over a short timescale. Naab et al. (2009) also show
this by simulating the formation of a massive spheroidal
galaxy. The cosmological hydrodynamical simulation Il-
lustris has also been used to show that the growth in size
experienced by galaxies is largely caused by mergers (e.g.
Wellons et al. 2016). It has also been suggested that this
evolution is due to quasar feedback that removes gas
from central regions, which in turn induces the expan-
sion of the stellar distribution (Fan et al. 2008). How-
ever, the details of the processes that lead to the growth
of galaxies over time are still largely unknown.
Through the study of the evolution of sizes in a sample
of galaxies, we can hope to expand the understanding
of the formation of galaxies. However a more refined
method is now needed to make further progress on the
study of galaxy sizes, and those measured using para-
metric fitting are often subject to biases produced by
redshift. Thus, in this paper we make use of the Pet-
rosian radius, a redshift-independent measure of the size
determined by the ratio of surface brightness at a partic-
ular radius and the surface brightness within that radius
(e.g. Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice 2003). It allows us
to determine not only whether galaxies are growing but
also where the size is growing within the galaxies, i.e.
whether the inner or outer regions of a galaxy are get-
ting larger. By using this redshift-independent measure
of size in combination with a new method to remove
field galaxies from images, we present in this paper an
unbiased view of how galaxies are changing in size over
time.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2,
we describe the data and the sample used. In Section
3 we describe the methods used to remove field objects
from the postage stamp images of the galaxies in our
sample and to calculate the sizes of the galaxies. In
Section 4 we present our results. Finally, in Section 5 we
discuss our results, and their implications and present
our conclusions in Section 6. Throughout this paper
we use AB magnitudes and assume a ΛCDM cosmology
with H0 = 70 kms
−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.
2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION
The data we use in this paper are taken from the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) and the Wide
Field Camera 3 (WFC3) of the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST ). The fields used are the GOODS North and
South fields of the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep
Extragalactic Survey (CANDELS) (Grogin et al. 2011;
Koekemoer et al. 2011). CANDELS covers a total area
of 800 arcmin2 over 5 different fields. GOODS North
and GOODS South each cover an area of 160 arcmin2
and are centered on the Hubble Deep Field North and
the Chandra Deep Field South respectively (Giavalisco
et al. 2004). Both GOODS fields were part of the Deep
and Wide tiers of CANDELS which were observed using
the WFC3 on HST (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al.
2011) and these regions were observed in the F105W
(Y105), F125W (J125), and F160W (H160) filters. The
ACS was used to observe the two fields in the F435W
(B435), F606W (V606), F775W (i775), F814W (I814), and
F850LP (z850) filters. We use only the Deep tier and this
covers the central regions of the GOODS fields.
Our sample consists of 48,575 galaxies from both
GOODS North and South fields, covering a redshift
range of 1 ≤ z ≤ 7 and a mass range of 106M ≤
M∗ ≤ 1012M. Details of our sample are described
in Duncan et al. (2014, 2019) who make new estimates
for the galaxy stellar mass function and star formation
rates for this sample of galaxies in the CANDELS fields.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the stellar mass and
the redshift of the galaxies in our sample with the yel-
low bins representing the highest density of points and
the dark purple representing the lowest density. We
see that the the highest concentration of mass and red-
shift lies at approximately 108M ≤ M∗ ≤ 109M and
1 ≤ z ≤ 3 however the sample spans all redshifts and
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masses. When selecting galaxies at high redshift (z > 6)
for our sample, we visually inspect the images to remove
any contaminating galaxies that are potential false pos-
itive detections. To determine which objects were false
positives, any that had no object visible in the H160
band image or were saturated in H160 band image were
removed from the sample. Figure 1 also shows the mass
limits of each of the samples described in Section 4.
The mass limits of the mass selected sample are shown
as horizontal dashed lines at log10(M∗/M) = 9 and
log10(M∗/M) = 10.5. The upper mass limits of each
redshift bin of the number density selected sample (con-
stant number density of 1×10−4 Mpc−3) are shown as
triangles and the lower limits are shown as circles.
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Figure 1. The galaxy stellar mass-redshift distribution for
all 48,575 galaxies in our sample from the entire CANDELS
area of the GOODS North and South fields (see Duncan et al.
(2014, 2019) for details). The colours show the density of
points with yellow representing the highest density and dark
purple representing the lowest. The completeness limits are
log10(M) = 8.55, 8.685, 8.85, 9.15 for z ∼ 4, 5, 6, and
7 respectively (Duncan et al. 2014). The limits for z < 3
are considerably lower than our chosen lower mass limit of
109M. The mass limits for each of the samples described in
4 are shown in white; the limits of the mass selected sample
are shown as horizontal dashed lines. The upper mass limits
for each of the number density selected sample are shown as
triangles and the lower mass limits are shown as circles.
2.1. Photometric Redshifts
The photometric redshifts we use are calculated with
the eazy photometric redshift software (Brammer et al.
2008) by fitting all available HST bands to a template
based on the PEGASE spectral models of Fioc & Rocca-
Volmerange (1997). An additional very blue template
based on a spectrum by Erb et al. (2010) is also used,
and it includes features expected in young galaxy pop-
ulations such as high Lyman-α equivalent widths and
strong optical lines. The full redshift probability distri-
bution function (PDF) is constructed for each galaxy by
using the χ2-distribution produced by eazy. No mag-
nitude based prior was included in the fitting due to
large uncertainties in the H-band luminosity function at
higher redshifts (Henriques et al. 2012).
Where available, the calculated photometric redshifts
are compared to spectroscopic redshifts and there is a
small scatter of σz,O = rms(∆z/(1 + zspec)) = 0.037
where ∆z = (zspec − zphot). There is also a very small
bias in the values with a median value of ∆z = -0.04. As
such, the calculated photometric redshifts are similar to
the spectroscopic redshifts from other sources.
To ensure the accuracy of the calculated photomet-
ric redshifts, the redshift for each galaxy is randomly
taken from its PDF 500 times and the results are then
averaged. For further details of the process, see Duncan
et al. (2014) and Duncan et al. (2019).
2.2. Mass Fitting
The stellar masses used here are determined by using
the custom template fitting code SMpy1 (Duncan et al.
2014) with spectral energy distributions (SEDs) from
the synthetic stellar population models of Bruzual &
Charlot (2003). Emission lines and continuum are added
to the templates in line with previous high-redshift fit-
ting methods, e.g. Ono et al. (2010); Schaerer & de Bar-
ros (2010); McLure et al. (2011); Salmon et al. (2015).
For full details on the mass fitting process, see Section
4 of Duncan et al. (2014).
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. 2-D Lyman-Break Imaging
Here we describe the new method we use to produce
images to measure the properties of galaxies in our sam-
ple. The method uses the well-known Lyman-break
drop technique where a galaxy at a certain redshift ‘dis-
appears’ at wavelengths redder than the Lyman-limit
at 912A˚ which creates a sharp break in the contin-
uum. This break gives galaxies distinctive UV rest-
frame colours which can be used to select galaxies at
specific redshifts using photometry within multiple fil-
ters. The hydrogen gas absorbs the bluest wavelengths
1 https://github.com/dunkenj/smpy
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of light and thus the target object essentially disappears
or becomes significantly fainter compared to the flux in
redder bands. The break is observed at redder wave-
lengths as the redshift increases. For galaxies at z = 6
and z = 7, the break falls within the V606 band, and
for galaxies at z = 5 and z = 4, the break falls within
the B435 band. The band corresponding to the break
for galaxies at z < 3 is at a shorter wavelength than
the available filters therefore this image processing tech-
nique is applied only to galaxies at z ≥ 4. Note that
effectively the galaxy nearly disappears in filters which
probe light below the Lyman limit, thus making it pos-
sible to isolate the light which belongs to these galaxies
from those at lower and significantly higher redshifts.
However, the majority of field objects will be at a lower
redshift than the target objects so there will be minimal
contamination from those that are at higher redshifts.
The basic technique was first used by Steidel et al.
(1996) to find distant galaxies as unresolved objects
in ground based imaging but can also be used in a 2-
dimensional way to remove foreground and background
galaxies for systems where the Lyman-break is visible
within resolved imaging as with the Hubble Space Tele-
scope. We call this ’2-D Lyman-Break Imaging’, an ear-
lier version of which is described in Conselice & Arnold
(2009).
Initially, postage stamps measuring 6”×6” (100 pixels
× 100 pixels) in size are created from a mosaic image of
the field. The postage stamps contain the target object
at the centre and contain other galaxies projected near
the galaxy at different redshifts. In order to minimise
contamination from the field objects, the target objects
are isolated by removing these potentially contaminat-
ing objects. The following steps of our procedure are
probably best demonstrated with images as shown in
Figure 2. To remove the foreground objects, the band
corresponding to the Lyman-break and below is sub-
tracted from the optical rest-frame image. The result-
ing image is then normalised by the optical rest-frame
image. Maps of the pixels associated with the galaxy of
interest are created such that the pixels corresponding
to the central object are given a value of one and the
pixels corresponding to the sky are given a value of 0.
These are created by selecting pixels that have a value
that is equal to or greater than three times the standard
deviation of the background statistics.
This map is used in combination with the segmenta-
tion map of the optical rest-frame image to remove areas
of the sky that are identified as field objects. These re-
moved areas and objects are then replaced with noise
that has the same mean and standard deviation as the
sky. Figure 2 shows this process for four galaxies at
redshifts of 7.0, 6.4, 4.5 and 3.7. On the left we show
the original V606 or B435 band images. Only the fore-
ground objects are visible in these bands. In the sec-
ond column, we show the optical rest-frame image for
each of our sample galaxies where both the central ob-
ject and potentially contaminating foreground objects
are visible. In the third column, we show the corre-
sponding segmentation map which highlights those pix-
els that are associated with the target galaxy and other
objects. There are small differences between the objects
appearing in the blue and red images however we always
use the segmentation map that corresponds to the op-
tical rest-frame such that these foreground objects are
removed completely.
On the right of Figure 2, we show the result of the
image processing where we have removed the foreground
objects from the image. It is this final image in which
we carry out our size analysis.
Our image processing technique can be described by
the equation
Oanalysisi,j =
(
Orawi,j −Drawi,j
Orawi,j
· Si,j
)
+ f(Oraw,skyi,j ) (1)
where Orawi,j is the original optical rest-frame image or
its substitute, Drawi,j is the original drop-out image, Si,j
is the segmentation map (shown in column 3 of Figure
2), and f(Oraw,skyi,j ) is some function of the raw optical
rest-frame image. The function f(Oraw,skyi,j ) creates an
image in which the pixels corresponding to the central
object are 0, the pixels corresponding to the sky are
those of the raw optical rest-frame image, and the pixels
corresponding to the field objects are noise that has the
same mean and standard deviation of the sky. Both
Orawi,j and D
raw
i,j must be in the same units.
We measure the sizes of our galaxies using the images
produced using our 2-D Lyman-break method of remov-
ing foreground objects from the optical rest-frame im-
ages of our galaxy sample. This allows us to probe the
rest-frame at ∼ 4000A˚ wherever possible. The bands
used for the image processing are shown in Table 1,
along with the rest frame wavelength we probe at each
redshift.
3.2. Galaxy Sizes
This work uses the Petrosian Radius (RPetr(η)) which
is defined as the radius at which the surface brightness
at a given radius is a particular fraction of the surface
brightness within that radius (e.g. Bershady et al. 2000;
Conselice 2003). The concept of defining a size of a
galaxy by the rate of change of light as a function of
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Drawi,j O
raw
i,j Si,j O
analysis
i,j
V606 z=7
6.3kpc
H160 Segmentation Map Final
V606 z=6.4
6.6kpc
H160 Segmentation Map Final
B435 z=4.5
7.9kpc
H160 Segmentation Map Final
B435 z=3.7
8.6kpc
H160 Segmentation Map Final
Figure 2. Examples of our image processing technique for four galaxies at redshifts of 7.0, 6.4, 4.5, and 3.7. Each column
(Drawi,j , O
raw
i,j , Si,j , and O
analysis
i,j ) corresponds to the parameters of equation 1. The first column (left) shows the original V606 or
B435 image showing the light below the Lyman-break rest-frame wavelength for the central galaxy’s redshift, the second column
shows the original H160 band image, the third column shows the segmentation map corresponding to the optical rest-frame, while
the fourth column (right) shows the result of the image processing whereby all galaxies that appear below the Lyman-break are
removed (see equation 1 for details). The field of view is 6” on a side.
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Table 1. The bands used to complete the image processing
for each redshift in column 1. Column 2 gives the band
corresponding to the optical rest-frame (Orawi,j ), and Column
3 gives the band corresponding to the Lyman-break where
applicable (Drawi,j ). Column 4 gives the rest frame wavelength
probed.
z Orawi,j D
raw
i,j λrest
1 I814 - 4070A˚
2 J125 - 4170A˚
3 H160 - 4000A˚
4 H160 B435 3200A˚
5 H160 B435 2670A˚
6 H160 V606 2290A˚
7 H160 V606 2000A˚
radius was first proposed by Petrosian (1976) for cosmo-
logical uses. The radius measured depends on a defined
ratio (η(r)) of surface brightness. η(r) is defined as
η(r) =
I(r)
〈I(r)〉 (2)
where I(r) is the surface brightness at radius r and
〈I(r)〉 is the mean surface brightness within that ra-
dius. By this definition, η(r) is 1 at the centre and 0 at
large r (Kron 1995). The Petrosian radius at η = 0.2
contains at least 99% of the light within a given galaxy
(Bershady et al. 2000).
The Petrosian radius we use is determined using the
CAS (concentration, asymmetry, and clumpiness) code
(Conselice 2003) which provides two measurements of
size (Petrosian radius and half-light radius) along with
the CAS parameters. The Petrosian radius differs from
the half-light radius in that the former is a redshift inde-
pendent measure of galaxy size. As such, the Petrosian
radius of a particular galaxy would be, in principle, mea-
sured as the same no matter what redshift it was placed,
whereas the half-light radius would potentially decrease
as the redshift increases and outer light is lost.
We however examine this assumption and correct for
the effects of the PSF in the measurement of the Pet-
rosian radii through simulating images and measuring
radii in the same way as we do for our sample galax-
ies. In Figure 3, we show how η varies with radius r
for 98 random galaxies within our sample across a range
of redshifts. We show that on average, those galaxies
at the higher redshifts (yellow lines) are smaller in size
than those at a given lower redshift (purple lines). The
lines plotted are exponential fits of the η profiles of the
form
η(r) = ae−cr + d. (3)
0 5 10 15 20
r (kpc)
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
(r
)
 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6
 7
z
Figure 3. Exponential fits of the form η(r) = ae−cr + d of
the η profiles for 98 random galaxies from our sample showing
that on average, the higher redshift galaxies are smaller than
those at lower redshift. The line colour corresponds to the
redshift of each of the galaxies, as indicated by the colourbar
on the right. The three horizontal lines indicate the locations
of η = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8.
The horizontal lines indicate the positions of the three
η values used throughout.
3.3. Simulations
To determine how well we can measure galaxy sizes
through Petrosian radii we follow the same method as
Bhatawdekar et al. (2019) and simulate a sample of
galaxies using the IRAF task, mkobjects in order to
determine how much of a correction to the measured
radii is required. The sample of 1912 simulated galax-
ies is uniformly distributed across the simulated field
and a luminosity distribution of the form of a power law
is applied to create a range of magnitudes. The simu-
lated galaxies lie within a magnitude range of 21 to 30
and a size range of 2 to 42 pixels. We apply a range
of surface brightness profiles to the sample of simulated
galaxies with Sersic indices in the range 0.5 < n < 4.
The simulated galaxies are convolved using the WFC3
point spread function (PSF). We use the same PSF for
each of the simulated galaxies due to the fact that any
potential PSF variations do not make a significant im-
pact at this level as we use it solely on the simulated
images and not in any fits produced. After this image is
created, SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) is run
on on the new image to detect the sources. A postage
stamp measuring 100 pixels × 100 pixels of each object
(pre- and post-convolution) is created and examples of
the simulated galaxies can be seen in Figure 4. We show
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mag = 24.2
1.2''
mag = 27.2
1.2''
mag = 26.7
1.2''
Figure 4. Examples of the simulated galaxies before the
WFC3 PSF is applied (left) and after (right). These are
idealized images which we use to correct the effects of PSF
on our size measurements.
here the images before the WFC3 PSF has been applied
on the left and the images after the PSF has been ap-
plied on the right. The CAS code we use for the real
sample is then applied to this simulated sample to cal-
culate the Petrosian radius of each of the objects in the
same way we did for our original sample. We then com-
pare the radii measured before applying the PSF to the
radii measured after the PSF is applied for each value
of η (0.2, 0.5, and 0.8) and the relationship between the
two is obtained through a linear fit.
The relationship between the observed and intrin-
sic radii for each η value for the simulated galaxies is
shown in Figure 5. We show RPetr(η = 0.2) on the left,
RPetr(η = 0.5) in the centre, and RPetr(η = 0.8) on the
right. The linear fits are shown as a red line on each of
the panels. This fit is then applied to our observed sam-
ple to correct the measured radii. On average, all three
radii change by a factor of ∼ 0.8 with the radii mea-
sured using η = 0.8 changing on average by 0.036” (0.6
pixels), radii measured using η = 0.5 changing on av-
erage by 0.081” (1.35 pixels), and radii measured using
an η = 0.2 changing by 0.094” (1.56 pixels) on average.
The change in measured size for these simulated galax-
ies is very small. We find the best fit between the size
before and after PSF convolution using the analytical
form
Rintrinsic = mRobserved + c. (4)
We henceforth correct our radii using these average val-
ues.
4. RESULTS
In this section we present the results achieved by mea-
suring the sizes of our galaxies in two different sub-
samples taken from the full sample as described in Sec-
tion 2; a mass selected sample where galaxies lie within
a mass range of 109M≤M∗≤1010.5M, and a number
density selected sample where galaxies are selected using
a constant number density of 1×10−4 Mpc−3. Where
reference is made to a galaxy’s size, this is taken to be
the measured Petrosian radius.
4.1. Rest-Frame Wavelength and Biases
The appearance of a galaxy depends greatly on its
rest-frame wavelength, and a galaxy can have a differ-
ent morphological and quantitative classification at dif-
ferent wavelengths (Windhorst et al. 2002; Taylor-Mager
et al. 2007; Mager et al. 2018). This is due to the fact
that different wavelengths probe different aspects of a
galaxy, with bluer light probing star formation and red-
der light probing the older existing populations of stars.
The young stars can often have a distribution which is
quite different from the older stars, and this needs to
be accounted for if we want to measure galaxy sizes at
intrinsically different rest-frame wavelengths.
This is also true of the measured surface brightness,
and therefore the measured Petrosian radii. This effect
is more prominent at lower redshifts when the star for-
mation has dropped significantly. At low redshift, there
is little star formation therefore galaxies at this epoch
appear less luminous in the UV and therefore are of-
ten smaller in the UV than those at higher redshifts
where more star formation occurs (e.g. Hopkins & Bea-
com 2006). Furthermore, it has been shown that whilst
the rest-frame UV and optical structures of galaxies are
often significantly different in the local universe, this is
not true at high redshifts where galaxies are in many
8 A. Whitney et al.
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Figure 5. Relationship between the post-convolution sizes and the pre-convolution sizes measured on the simulated galaxies
described in Section 3.3 for η = 0.2 (left), η = 0.5 (middle), and η = 0.8 (right). Fits of the form Rintrinsic = mRobserved + c
for each Petrosian radius have been plotted as a red line. For RPetr(η = 0.2) we find m = 1.08± 0.01 and c = −2.27± 0.10. For
RPetr(η = 0.5) we find m = 1.12± 0.01 and c = −2.14± 0.10. For RPetr(η = 0.8) we find m = 1.04± 0.01 and c = −0.71± 0.05.
The post-convolution sizes are on average changed by 0.094” for η = 0.2, 0.081” for η = 0.5, and 0.036” for η = 0.8.
ways extremely similar in terms of structure in the rest-
frame UV and optical (e.g. Papovich et al. 2003, 2005;
Conselice et al. 2005, 2011a). It has also been shown
that the measured size of a galaxy does not depend
on the observed wavelength to the first order, even af-
ter correcting for surface brightness dimming and PSF
broadening (Ribeiro et al. 2016). Therefore we are able
to use images that correspond to the UV rest-frame at
high redshifts, particularly in the case of the most mas-
sive galaxies as the variation is not so significant for this
population (Cassata et al. 2010).
We thus measure the sizes of galaxies in the optical
rest-frame at λ ∼= 4000A˚ where possible. However, this
is not possible for galaxies at z > 3 where we are forced
to probe galaxy sizes in progressively bluer wavelengths
down to the UV. To determine the bias resulting from
this we compare the sizes measured in the observed rest-
frame (λ = 4000A˚) to the intrinsic rest-frame UV at
λ ∼ 2200A˚. We do this test at the lower redshifts at 1 <
z < 5 where we have both a rest-frame optical and rest-
frame UV morphology. What we find when we do this
is that the sizes at both wavelengths are approximately
equal. To show this we fit a straight line of the form
Rλ1 = mRλ2 + c (5)
to the results where Rλ1 is the Petrosian radius at η =
0.2 measured in the intrinsic bluer rest-frame and Rλ2 is
the Petrosian radius at η = 0.2 measured in the redder
rest-frame. The fits for each redshift can be found in
Table 2. We only include results up to z = 5 due to the
availability of bands corresponding to the appropriate
rest-frame. Table 2 also gives the bands used to compare
the observed and intrinsic sizes. The mean difference
between these two wavelengths (δR) is shown in Column
6 of Table 2. This difference has been normalised by
the sum of the sizes measured at the two wavelengths.
These values are extremely small, showing that the size
measurements made at the bluer rest-frame are similar
in magnitude to those made at the redder rest-frame
wavelength.
4.2. Redshift-Size Relation
By studying our full sample, we are able to see the
effect redshift has on the size of galaxies for the full mass
range. The distribution of the corrected Petrosian radii
with redshift of the total sample size at three different
η values can be seen in Figure 6 with η = 0.2 on the
left, η = 0.5 in the middle, and η = 0.8 on the right. We
represent the pixel size as a white dashed line. From the
definition of the Petrosian radius, η = 0.2 corresponds
to a measurement made near the outer edge of a galaxy,
and η = 0.8 corresponds to a measurement made in the
inner regions of a galaxy. The evolution of each with
redshift changes in a similar way in that the there are
more galaxies at larger radii at lower redshifts than seen
at higher redshifts. However, the values of the radii
differ such that the η = 0.2 values are typically much
larger than those of η = 0.8 as expected.
4.3. Mass-Size Relation
From the full sample of galaxies we are able to de-
termine the mass-size relation as a function of redshift.
In Figure 7, we show the mass-size distribution for each
redshift bin. We use RPetr(η = 0.2) as a measure of size
in this case. Each panel corresponds to a different red-
shift, showing the density of the mass-size distribution
and a line of best fit. In the final panel, we show the
lines of best fit for all seven redshift bins, each in the
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Table 2. Slopes (column 2) and y-intercept (column 3) of the observed rest-frame size (Rλ1) and intrinsic rest-frame size
(Rλ2) measurement fits (given by equation 5), including errors for each redshift (column 1). Columns 4 and 5 give the bands
corresponding to the observed and intrinsic rest-frame wavelengths respectively. Column 6 gives the mean difference between
the size measured in the observed and intrinsic rest-frame wavelengths. This difference has been normalised by Rλ1 . Rλ1 and
Rλ2 are the Petrosian radii measured at η = 0.2.
z m c λ2 λ1 | δRRλ1 |
1 0.5359 ± 0.0001 5.0641 ± 0.0053 I814 B435 0.06
2 0.6488 ± 0.0001 5.4437 ± 0.0044 J125 V606 0.63
3 0.6904 ± 0.0002 4.7803 ± 0.0156 H160 z850 0.41
4 0.4584 ± 0.0013 2.9556 ± 0.0635 H160 Y105 0.11
5 0.5941 ± 0.0015 2.3206 ± 0.0685 H160 J125 0.07
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Figure 6. Galaxy size-redshift distribution for the full sample of galaxies for three different η values. Left: η = 0.2. Middle:
η = 0.5. Right: η = 0.8. The yellow regions show the highest density of points and purple the lowest. The pixel size is shown
by the the white dashed line.
same colour as their individual panels. The lines of best
fit are of the form
log10(RPetr(η = 0.2)) = mlog10(M/M) + c (6)
and the parameters for each redshift bin are shown in
Table 3. We see that the slope of the fit (m) decreases as
redshift increases, showing that the sizes of the galaxies
at lower redshifts have a greater dependence on their
masses compared to those galaxies at higher redshifts.
We also find that the intercept (c), on average, decreases
as z increases showing an evolution in size.
4.4. Mass Selected Sample
Here we present the results of the analysis of a mass se-
lected sample (109M≤M∗≤1010.5M) of 14,015 galax-
ies taken from the full sample. This mass range is chosen
for completeness (Duncan et al. 2014). A mass selected
sample allows us to remove biases present in the full
sample due to the detection limits of the surveys.
Comparing the median sizes of the galaxies in our sam-
ple at different epochs shows how the sizes evolve with
Table 3. The parameters determined for the mass-size re-
lation (shown in Figure 7) for each redshift bin. The fits are
given in the form log10(RPetr(η = 0.2)) = mlog10(M/M) +
c. Where the error is given as 0, it is negligible in comparison
to the value of the parameter.
z m c
1 0.15±0.00 -0.75±0.00
2 0.14±0.00 -0.70±0.00
3 0.14±0.00 -0.75±0.00
4 0.07±0.00 -0.28±0.00
5 0.06±0.00 -0.25±0.01
6 0.09±0.00 -0.55±0.02
7 0.05±0.00 -0.29±0.07
redshift. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the median cor-
rected radii of our mass selected sample. The blue circles
show the evolution of the RPetr(η = 0.2) values, the or-
ange diamonds show the evolution ofRPetr(η = 0.5), and
the green squares show the evolution of RPetr(η = 0.8).
There is a clear change in each of the radii measure-
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Figure 7. Galaxy stellar mass-size distributions for the full sample of galaxies. The size measurement is given by RPetr(η = 0.2).
Each panel shows the distribution of a different redshift along with a line of best fit given in equation 6. In the final panel, we
show the fitted mass-size relation for each redshift using the same coloured lines as in the individual panels. The gradient of
each best fit is positive however it decreases as redshift increases. The best fit parameters are given in Table 3.
Table 4. The fits determined for both the mass selected and
number density selected samples as given by equation 7.
Mass Number Density
η α β α β
0.2 11.68±0.16 -0.97±0.03 12.62±1.10 -0.82±0.14
0.5 6.27±0.10 -0.92±0.03 4.57±0.48 -0.53±0.16
0.8 3.10±0.04 -0.80±0.03 2.66±0.18 -0.67±0.11
ments from z = 7 to z = 1, particularly in the case
of η = 0.2. We find that RPetr(η = 0.2) increases by
a factor of 3.78 ± 0.39 from z = 7 to z = 1 whereas
RPetr(η = 0.8) increases by a factor of 3.20 ± 0.19. We
fit a simple power-law relation to the median measured
sizes for each η value of the form
RPetr(η) = α(1 + z)
βkpc. (7)
The values we find for α and β for each of the methods
and η values can be seen in Table 4. The values for α and
β for the mass selected sample can be seen in columns 2
and 3. In Figure 8, the power-law fits for the full samples
are shown as a blue dotted line for RPetr(η = 0.2), an
orange dashed line for RPetr(η = 0.5), and a green solid
line for RPetr(η = 0.8).
4.5. Number Density Selected Sample
Instead of selecting a sample of galaxies by their mass,
in this selection we create a sample of galaxies based
on a constant number density. This method has been
used in a number of previous studies to examine galaxy
formation and evolution over a large redshift range (van
Dokkum et al. 2010; Papovich et al. 2011; Conselice et al.
2013; Ownsworth et al. 2016). This has been proven
to have several advantages. Although the stellar mass
grows through star formation and minor mergers, the
number density of galaxies above a given density thresh-
old is invariant with time in the absence of major merg-
ers or extreme changes of star formation (Ownsworth
et al. 2016). Selecting galaxies through this method di-
rectly tracks the progenitors and descendants of mas-
sive galaxies at all redshifts (e.g. Mundy et al. 2015;
Ownsworth et al. 2016).
We select a sample of galaxies using a constant num-
ber density of 1×10−4 Mpc−3, yielding a sample size of
521 galaxies. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the me-
dian corrected radii for this selected sample. As for Fig-
ure 8, the blue circles represent RPetr(η = 0.2), orange
diamonds represent RPetr(η = 0.5) and green squares
represent RPetr(η = 0.8). We fit a power-law to the me-
dian sizes. We show these fits in Table 4 and in Figure
9 as a blue dotted line for RPetr(η = 0.2), an orange
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Figure 8. Top: Histogram showing the distribution and
number of galaxies in each redshift bin. Bottom: Evolution
of the average Petrosian radius through redshift for the mass
limited sample where a mass-cut of 109M≤M∗≤1010.5M
is applied. Each point is the median value for each redshift
bin with the error bars showing the standard error. Blue
circles show how RPetr(η = 0.2) changes, orange diamonds
show RPetr(η = 0.5), and green squares show RPetr(η = 0.8).
By fitting a power-law relation to the median sizes, we find
RPetr(η = 0.2) = 11.68(1 + z)
−0.97±0.03 (blue dotted line),
RPetr(η = 0.5) = 6.27(1 + z)
−0.92±0.03 (orange dashed line),
and RPetr(η = 0.8) = 3.10(1 + z)
−0.80±0.03 (green solid line).
dashed line for RPetr(η = 0.5), and a green solid line for
RPetr(η = 0.8). We find that RPetr(η = 0.2) changes by
a factor of 3.39 ± 0.54 over the redshift range 1 < z < 7,
a much more significant change compared to a factor of
2.59 ± 0.24 for RPetr(η = 0.8) over the same redshift
range.
4.6. Inner Versus Outer Regions
In order to determine where the radius changes the
most, we plot the normalised difference between the me-
dian RPetr(η = 0.2) and RPetr(η = 0.8) against redshift
in Figure 10 where RPetr(η = 0.2) corresponds to the
outer edges of a galaxy and RPetr(η = 0.8) corresponds
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Figure 9. Top: Histogram showing the distribution and
number of galaxies in each redshift bin. Bottom: Evolu-
tion of the average Petrosian radius through redshift for
the number density selected sample where galaxies within
a constant number density of 1×10−4 Mpc−3 are selected.
Each point is the median value for each redshift bin with
the error bars showing the standard error. Blue circles
show how RPetr(η = 0.2) changes, orange diamonds show
RPetr(η = 0.5), and green squares show RPetr(η = 0.8).
A power-law relation is fit to each radius and we find
RPetr(η = 0.2) = 12.62(1 + z)
−0.82±0.14 (blue dotted line),
RPetr(η = 0.5) = 4.57(1 + z)
−0.53±0.16 (orange dashed line),
and RPetr(η = 0.8) = 2.66(1 + z)
−0.67±0.11 (green solid line).
to the inner regions of a galaxy. The normalised differ-
ence in the radii is given by
∆RPetr =
RPetr(η = 0.2)−RPetr(η = 0.8)
RPetr(η = 0.8)
. (8)
The difference between the radii measured at the outer
edge and the inner regions for both the mass selected
and number density selected samples is shown in Figure
10. The mass selected sample is represented by the red
diamonds and the number density selected sample by
black squares. ∆RPetr increases as redshift decreases
for both samples, but more significantly for the number
density selected sample.
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Figure 10. Evolution in the normalised median difference
between RPetr(η = 0.2) and RPetr(η = 0.8) for each red-
shift bin. This parameter, ∆RPetr, is shown in Equation 8.
The mass selected sample is shown as the red diamonds and
the number density selected sample is shown as the black
squares. For both samples, there is an increase in ∆RPetr.
The number of galaxies in each redshift bin are the same as
in Figure 8 for the mass selected sample and Figure 9 for the
number density selected sample.
4.7. Galaxy Merger Sizes
It has long been shown that galaxies increase in size
as redshift decreases (e.g. Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo
et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; Cimatti et al. 2008;
van der Wel et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008; Cassata
et al. 2010) but the method through which this occurs is
largely unknown. We examine a sample of galaxies clas-
sified as mergers and non-mergers in order to determine
whether this is a potential factor in causing the increase
in size.
We identify a sample of mergers and non-mergers from
the mass selected sample by utilising the CAS approach
(Conselice 2003) whereby merging galaxies are those
with a high asymmetry that is larger than the clumpi-
ness. We use the condition
(A > 0.35) & (A > S) (9)
to define our sample. This method predominantly iden-
tifies only major mergers where the ratio of the stellar
masses of the progenitors is at least 1:4 (Conselice 2003,
2006; Lotz et al. 2008).
We show the evolution of the Petrosian radii at three
different η values in Figure 11. Mergers are represented
by circles and non-mergers are represented by trian-
gles. The colours are the same as in Figure 8 where
RPetr(η = 0.2) is shown in blue, RPetr(η = 0.5) is shown
in orange, and RPetr(η = 0.8) is shown in green. For
both mergers and non-mergers, the radius decreases as
redshift increases irrespective of the value of η. However,
the non-mergers are on average smaller than the merg-
ers at the same redshift despite having similar masses
of 109.5M and 109.4M respectively. The outermost
radii change the most significantly for mergers and non-
mergers, changing by factors of 3.14 ± 0.49 and 4.38 ±
0.46 respectively. RPetr(η = 0.8) changes the least with
mergers and non-mergers evolving by factors of 2.62 ±
1.84 and 3.28 ± 0.18 respectively. This is a sign that
there is more evolution in the outer radii sizes for merg-
ers than for normal galaxies. During the merger process
we see that galaxies are getting larger not in their cen-
ters but in their outer parts. This is further evidence
for our observational picture that galaxies are forming
from the inside-out.
5. DISCUSSION
Using the GOODS North and GOODS South fields of
the CANDELS data set, we present an analysis of the
sizes of a sample of galaxies in the redshift range 1 ≤ z
≤ 7. We also present a new method of removing nearby
unrelated field objects from images by making use of
a 2-dimensional Lyman-break method at λrest = 912A˚.
Using these processed images, we measure the redshift-
independent Petrosian radius of each galaxy at η values
of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 and determine how these radii change
with redshift. The measured radii are then corrected to
remove any effects from the PSF.
At high redshifts i.e. z > 3, the size distribution of the
galaxies within the full sample is dominated by galaxies
with a small Petrosian radius with the median size in-
creasing as redshift decreases. This is true for all values
of η. Typically the effective radius has been used to mea-
sure the size evolution of galaxies. For example, Shibuya
et al. (2015) find sizes that decrease significantly toward
high z, no matter what statistic is used. In addition,
a small sample of galaxies at z ∼ 9 − 10 studied by
Holwerda et al. (2015) were found to have mean size of
0.5 ± 0.1kpc which is consistent with extrapolated low-
redshift data.
In order to remove biases introduced by the detection
limits of the surveys, we select a mass-complete sample
of galaxies from the main sample within the mass range
109M ≤M∗ ≤ 1010.5M. At z = 7, we find the average
size of a galaxy is RPetr(η = 0.2) = 1.58 ± 0.16 kpc, a
factor of 3.78 ± 0.39 smaller than RPetr(η = 0.2) at
z = 1. By applying a simple power-law fit to each of the
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Figure 11. Top: Numbers of galaxies in each redshift bin for the mergers (left), non-mergers (middle) and the total mass
selected sampleh (right). Bottom: Evolution of the median Petrosian radius for mergers and non-mergers within the mass
selected sample. The error bars represent the standard error, some of which are smaller than the point size. Mergers are shown
by circles and non-mergers are shown by triangles. The Petrosian radius is plotted for the three different η values with η = 0.2
shown in blue (left), η = 0.5 in orange (centre), and η = 0.8 in green (right). For all redshifts, the mergers are larger on average
than the non-mergers but similar at larger η.
radii, we see the radii change as (1 + z)β where β < 0 in
Figure 8. We fit β = −0.97±0.03 for RPetr(η = 0.2) and
β = −0.80±0.03 for RPetr(η = 0.8) which shows that the
size evolution is, on average, faster for the outer regions
of the galaxies than for the inner regions. These fits are
however shallower than other studies that use a simple
fitted half-light radius e.g. Allen et al. (2017) who find
β = −0.89 for a mass-complete (M∗ > 1010M) sample
of galaxies from the FourStar Galaxy Evolution Survey
over a redshift range of z = 1−7. Similarly, van der Wel
et al. (2014) determine the size evolution of a sample of
galaxies with M∗ ∼ 1010M to be steep with β = −1.1.
A similar result is achieved when measuring the sizes
of a number density selected sample at a limit of 1 ×
10−4Mpc−3. The median size for this selection at z = 7
is 1.64 ± 0.24 kpc, a number similar to that found at the
same redshift for the mass selected sample. The value
at z = 1 for the number density selected sample is a
factor of 3.39 ± 0.54 larger than that at z = 7. The size
evolution for this sample therefore evolves at a similar
rate to the previous mass selected sample.
We again find that the evolution can be fit as a power-
law of the form (1 + z)β . For RPetr(η = 0.2), we find
β = −0.82 ± 0.14 and for RPetr(η = 0.8), we find
β = −0.67±0.11. The result for the outermost radius is
consistent with that of Bouwens et al. (2004) who find
β = −1.05 and Oesch et al. (2010) who find β = −1.12
for their samples. In comparison Patel et al. (2013) se-
lect galaxies using a number density of 1.4×10−4Mpc−3
and find a value of β = −1.16 for quiescent galaxies
which is slightly higher. The results found by these pre-
vious works are determined using the effective radii of
galaxies.
Independent of the selection method used, the outer
radii of galaxies evolve with a steeper slope than the
inner radii suggesting that the outer regions are growing
more rapidly. This therefore suggests that mass is added
to the outer regions in an inside-out formation mode.
This difference in evolution between RPetr(η = 0.2) and
RPetr(η = 0.8) is highlighted in Figure 10. For each
selection method, the value of ∆RPetr increases with
time, showing that the outermost radius increases at a
greater rate than the innermost radius.
We furthermore split the mass selected sample into
mergers and non-mergers based on the measured CAS
values. We examine this as the merging of galaxies is a
dominant method for forming distant galaxies and there-
fore we can determine how the size distribution changes
during this process. Figure 11 shows that each of the dif-
ferent radii increase as redshift decreases for both merg-
ers and non-mergers however on average, mergers are
larger. As with the previous samples, RPetr(η = 0.2)
changes the most significantly with mergers changing by
a factor of 3.11 ± 0.81 and non-mergers evolving in size
by a factor of 3.98 ± 0.41. RPetr(η = 0.8) changes the
least with mergers and non-mergers changing by factors
of 2.07 ± 0.24 and 2.31 ± 0.13 respectively. The outer
radii change to a higher degree for mergers compared to
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the non-mergers, again suggesting a inside-out forma-
tion scenario whereby galaxy formation events increase
the outer sizes more than the inner radii.
This inside-out growth could be due to a number of
factors with these results suggesting accretion of satel-
lite galaxies being an important one (e.g. Ferreras et al.
2014; Huertas-Company et al. 2016; Buitrago et al.
2017). Miller et al. (2019) suggests the growth of the
inner parts of galaxies is related closely to the star for-
mation whereas the growth of the outer regions is linked
to accretion and the relationship with galactic halos. By
measuring r20 and r80 as opposed to the half-light ra-
dius which is more commonly used, they find that star
forming galaxies are larger than quiescent galaxies in the
inner regions (r20) but the difference between the sizes
of star forming and quiescent galaxies disappears at r80.
The results we find are consistent with previous work.
For example, Margalef-Bentabol et al. (2016) determine
the size evolution of a sample of two-component galax-
ies with stellar masses M∗ > 1010M from CANDELS.
They measure the circularised effective radius of each of
the components and find that the outer components in-
crease in size from z = 3 to z = 1 by a factor of 2 whereas
the bulges, or inner components, remain roughly con-
stant over the same redshift range. They conclude that
this suggests inside-out formation with the bulges being
in place early on in a galaxy’s history. Carrasco et al.
(2010) also find a similar result; by using observations of
massive (M∗ ∼ 4× 1011M) galaxies from the Palomar
Observatory Wide-Field Infrared survey, they show that
the outer regions of low-z elliptical galaxies are denser
than the high-z compact massive galaxies by a factor of
∼ 2, confirming that mass is added in the outer edges.
Therefore, it is now commonly seen in all studies that
galaxies are growing in an inside-out fashion.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The details of the processes that lead to the growth of
galaxies through time are still largely unknown, but by
measuring sizes using redshift-independent relative sur-
face brightness metrics, we are able to determine where
the size of a galaxy grows most rapidly, and therefore
suggest how galaxies grow. In this paper, we present a
new method of removing foreground objects from images
of galaxies that makes use of the Lyman break at 912A˚.
This allows us to reduce the risk of contamination from
other objects when measuring the sizes and other prop-
erties of galaxies. The images we use to make our mea-
surements are in the optical rest-frame at λ ∼= 4000A˚
wherever possible. However, due to the limited avail-
ability of HST bands, this is not possible for galaxies
at z > 3 where we are forced to probe galaxy sizes in
progressively bluer wavelengths down to the UV. We
calculate the Petrosian radii of three different samples
of galaxies selected from the CANDELS GOODS North
and South fields and determine how these radii evolve
with redshift from z = 7 to z = 1. We use the Petroisan
radius as a proxy for size throughout. Overall, we find
an increase in size from z = 7 to z = 1 with the outer
radii increasing the most rapidly over this redshift range.
This rapid growth in the outer edges suggests an inside-
out formation process is causing the overall growth in
galaxy size.
We also determine how size evolves for a sample of
mergers and non-mergers and find that mergers are, on
average, larger than non-mergers at the outer radii for a
given redshift. The outer radii evolve more rapidly than
the inner radii, further supporting the idea that the size
evolution of galaxies is caused by an inside-out formation
process e.g. the accretion of satellite galaxies, mergers,
and accretion of gas from the intergalactic medium.
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